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MICHEL MEHRENBERGER
Sunto. – In un lavoro recente [3] C. Baiocchi, V. Komornik e P. Loreti hanno ottenuto
una generalizzazione dell’identità di Parseval utilizzando delle differenze divise.
Noi dimostriamo l’ottimalità del loro teorema.
Summary. – In a recent paper [3] C. Baiocchi, V. Komornik and P. Loreti obtained a
generalisation of Parseval’s identity by means of divided differences. We give here
a proof of the optimality of that theorem.
1. – Introduction.
Let us give a sequence (l n )nZ of real numbers and a non-degenerated in-
terval I of finite length (0 ENINEQ). We can define the upper density D 1 by
the formula
D 1 »4 lim
rKQ
n 1 (r)
r
,
where n 1 (r) denotes the biggest number of occurences of the sequence (l n )
contained in an interval of length r. This limit is well defined (see [3]).
We say that (l n )nZ is uniformly discrete if it satisfies for a certain dD0
the «gap condition»
Nl n 2l mNDd for all ncm .(1.1)
Then we have a celebrated theorem which gives the critical length for a gener-
alisation of the Parseval identity (see e.g. [6]):
THEOREM 1.1. – Let (l n )nZ be a uniformly discrete sequence. For I of
length NIND2pD 1 , (e il n Q ) forms a Riesz sequence, that is there exist two con-
stants c1 , c2 D0, such that
c1 !
n42Q
Q
NbnN2 Gs
I
Nf (t)N2 dtGc2 !
n42Q
Q
NbnN2(1.2)
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for every sum
f (t) 4 !
n42Q
Q
bn e il n t(1.3)
with square summable coefficients bn . On the other hand, (e il n Q ) doesn’t form
a Riesz sequence anymore if NINE2pD 1.
For certain applications in theoretical control, we have to consider se-
quences which do not satisfy the gap condition (1.1). The question is now the
following: what happens if we do not have this condition anymore? In fact, if
(e il n Q ) forms a Riesz sequence, then (l n ) is uniformly discrete (see [6]).
One idea was then to use the divided differences (which will be further ex-
plained). This approach was introduced by Ullrich in [7] in some particular
cases, then a general answer was given by Baiocchi, Komornik and Loreti in
[3]. The theorem takes the form:
THEOREM 1.2. – If NIND2pD 1 , then the divided differences (en ) form a
Riesz sequence.
The question we will discuss is the following: what happens if NINE2pD 1?
Always in [3], the authors indicated that 2pD 1 is really the optimal length,
that is, if NINE2pD 1 , the divided differences don’t form a Riesz sequence
and that one could find a proof by adapting a method of [5]. We propose here
to prove this result by adapting a simpler method developed in [4].
2. – Main result.
In order to formulate the result announced in the introduction in a more
precise way, we have to define the divided differences. Assume first that
D 1EQ. We can then suppose by a rearranging argument that (l n )nZ is an
increasing sequence. At this stage, we have the following characterization (see
[3]):
PROPOSITION 2.1. – Given an increasing sequence (l n ), we have D 1EQ if
and only if there exist gD0 and MD0 such that
l n1M 2l n DMg for every nZ .(2.1)
We now define the divided differences like in [3].
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For each jF1 and all reals m 1 , R , m j , we can define:
(2.2) [m 1 , R , m j ](t) »4 (it) j21s
0
1
s
0
s1
R s
0
sj22
exp (i[sj21 (m j 2m j21 )1R1s1 (m 2 2m 1 )1m 1 ) ] t) dsj21 R ds1 .
If m 1 , R , m j are pairwise distinct, then (2.2) is equivalent to the familiar
definition
[m 1 , R , m j ](t) »4 !
p41
j k »
q41
j
8 (m p 2m q )l21
where the sign 8 in the products indicates the omission of the zero factor corre-
sponding to p4q.
Now let gD0 such that (2.1) holds. We fix a number 0 Eg 8Gg. For j4
1, R , M and mZ we say that l m , R , l m1 j21 forms a g 82closed exponents
chain if
.
/
´
l m 2l m21 Fg 8 ,
l n 2l n21 Eg 8 for n4m11, R , m1 j21,
l m1 j 2l m1 j21 Fg 8 .
For j41, R , M and mZ such that l m , R , l m1 j21 forms a g 8-closed ex-
ponents chain, then we define the divided differences by:
el 4 [l m , R , l l ] ,
for l 4m , R , m1 j21.
Then we verify that en is well defined for each nZ. The sequence (en ) is
called the sequence of divided differences (relative to g 8), associated to the se-
quence (l n ).
We can now formulate the theorem that we want to prove:
THEOREM 2.2. – Let (l n ) be a sequence such that we have (2.1) for a certain
g. Then for any 0 Eg 8Gg , the sequence of divided differences relative to g 8
doesn’t form a Riesz sequence in L 2 (I) for NINE2pD 1 , that is there don’t
exist constants c1 , c2 D0, such that
c1 !
n42Q
Q
NanN2 Gs
I
Nf (t)N2 dtGc2 !
n42Q
Q
NanN2
for every finite sum
f (t) 4 !
n42Q
Q
an en (t) .
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By finite sum we mean a sum having only a finite number of nonzero
elements.
Now what happens if D 14Q? The definition of the divided differences
then depends on the enumeration of the sequence (l n ) (see [1]). In that case,
for any enumeration, the divided differences do not form a Riesz sequence. In-
deed, if D 14Q , choose enough and not too much elements of (l n ) according
to a fixed enumeration of (l n ) such that the upper density D0 of these ele-
ments satisfies: NINE2pD0 EQ. Now, the sequence of divided differences
coming from the selected elements of (l n ) is included in the sequence of divid-
ed differences of the whole sequence (l n ) and doesn’t form a Riesz sequence
thanks to the theorem 2.2, so the whole sequence doesn’t form a Riesz se-
quence, either.
3. – Proof.
In order to prove the theorem, we use a method developed in [4].
Let be given a sequence (l n ), a real gD0 and an integer M such that we
have (2.1). We recall that D 1EQ. Let 0 Eg 8Gg. We suppose that the se-
quence of divided differences (en ) relative to g 8 forms a Riesz sequence in
L 2 (I). We want to prove that NINF2pD 1.
We introduce some notations. We write L»4 (l n ). We introduce the
trigonometric system over L 2 (I) given by fn »4exp g i2pn Q
NIN
h and we write G»4
(g n ) 4g 2pn
NIN
h. We also write n 1L (r), D 1 (L) to precise that we talk about the
upper density associated to L. We thus want to show that NINF2pD 1 (L). We
can already remark that
D 1 (G) 4
NIN
2p
.
For yR and rD0, we note L r »4LO (y2r , y1r) and G r »4GO (y2
r , y1r).
The result will be deduced from a comparison theorem:
THEOREM 3.1. – For every eD0, there exists RD0 such that for all rF0
and for all yR , we have
(12e) Card (L r ) GCard (G r1R ) .(3.1)
Before proving this theorem, let show how it applies to prove Theorem 2.2.
From the inequality (3.1), we obtain
(12e) n 1L (r) Gn 1G (r1R) ,
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then
(12e) D 1 (L) G lim
rKQ
n 1G (r1R)
r1R
Q
r1R
r
.
Thus
(12e) D 1 (L) GD 1 (G) 4
NIN
2p
.
Since e can be arbitrarily small, we obtain effectively that
NINF2pD 1 (L) .
It now remains to prove the comparison theorem. The strategy here is to
introduce associated finite dimensional spaces, to define an operator between
these spaces and the inequality (3.1) will be derived from the estimation of the
trace of this operator obtained in two different manners.
So we consider, for yR and rD0 the linear hull Vr of the vectors en with
l n L r (we recall that en 4 [l m , R , l n ]). Similarly, we define the linear hull
Wr of the vectors fn with g n G r (we recall that fn 4e ig n Q).
Since L r and G r are finite sets, these spaces are effectively finite dimen-
sional. Then we define the orthogonal projections
Pr : L 2 (I) KVr
and
Qr1R : L 2 (I) KWr1R .
Denoting by i the injection
i : Vr %KL 2 (I) ,
then we can define the endomorphism Sr of Vr by
Sr 4Pr i Qr1R i i .
The aim is to estimate the trace of Sr (which will be denoted by tr (Sr )) in
two different manners in order to obtain (3.1).
LEMMA 3.2. – For every RD0, rF0 and yR , we have
Ntr (Sr )NGCard (G r1R ) .
PROOF. – We have
VSr VGVPr VVQr1R VG1 .
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Thus the eigenvalues of Sr have their moduli less than 1. So, we have:
Ntr (Sr )NGrang (Sr ) Gdim Wr1R .
Since dim Wr1R 4Card (G r1R ), the lemma follows. r
In order to obtain the inverse inequality, we use a homogeneous approxi-
mation lemma.
We recall e.g. from [8] a lemma about Riesz sequences.
LEMMA 3.3. – If (gn ) is a Riesz sequence in a Hilbert space H , then it ad-
mits a biorthogonal bounded sequence.
Then we apply this lemma to the divided differences sequence (ej ) and we
call by (W j ) the associated biorthogonal sequence. It is then possible to ex-
press the trace of Sr in terms of (W j ).
LEMMA 3.4. – We have
tr (Sr ) 4Card (L r )1 !
l jL r
( (Qr1R 2Id ) ej NPr W j ) .
PROOF. – Using the biorthogonal sequence we have:
tr (Sr ) 4
4
4
!
l jL r
(Sr ej Nvj )
!
l jL r
(Qr1R ej NPr W j )
!
l jL r
(ej NPr W j )1 !
l jL r
( (Qr1R 2Id ) ej NPr W j ) .
Since Pr ej 4ej , we obtain that (ej NPr W j ) 4 (Pr ej NW j ) 41 and the result
follows. r
Then we use the following homogeneous approximation lemma:
LEMMA 3.5. – For every eD0, there exists RD0 such that for all rD0, y
R and l such that l l L r , we have
V(Qr1R 2Id ) el VGe .
PROOF. – Since the trigonometric system ( fp ) of L 2 (I) is orthonormal and
since Qr1R is an orthogonal projection over Wr1R , we obtain:
V(Qr1R 2Id ) el V2 4 !
Ng p2yNDr1R
N(el Nfp )N2 .
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Now we have:
(el Nfp ) 4s
I
g(t) e il l t e 2ig p t dt
with
g(t) 4 [l m 2l l , R , l l 2l l ](t) .
Integrating by parts over I4 (a , b) we obtain
(el Nfp ) 4 y 1
il l 2 ig p
g(t) e il l t e 2ig p tz
a
b
2s
I
1
il l 2 ig p
g 8 (t) e il l t e 2ig p t dt .
Now, by a direct computation from the formula (2.2), given an integer rF1
and reals m 1 , R , m r , we have:
[m 1 , R , m r ]8 (t) G
(r21) t r22
(r21) !
1
(Nm r 2m r21N1R1Nm 2 2m 1N1Nm 1N)
t r21
(r21) !
.
Thus, in our case, thanks to the g 82closed exponents property, we have:
Ng 8 (t)NG (l 2m)
t l 2m21
(l 2m) !
1 (l 2m) g 8
t l 2m
(l 2m) !
At this stage, we can find a constant C depending only on g 8 , M , a and b such
that
N(el Nfp )N2 G
C
Nl l 2g p N
2
.
Recalling that l l L r , we obtain:
V(Qr1R 2Id ) el V2 G !
Ngp2yNDr1R
C
Nll 2y1y2g pN2
G !
Ngp2yNDr1R
C
Vy2g p N2rN2
G !
pZ
C
N 2pNpNNIN 1RN
2
.
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Since this last expression doesn’t depend on r , y and tends to 0 as RK0,
the lemma follows. r
Now we can finish the proof of Theorem 3.1.
PROOF OF THEOREM 3.1. – Let eD0. By combining the two preceding lem-
mas, since (W j ) is bounded, we obtain
tr (Sr ) F (12e) Card (L r ) .
Then the theorem follows from Lemma 3.2. r
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